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System Requirements

The minimum system requirements to run Ventil Selection software are the following:


a PC with an Intel 486/50 MHz (or 100% compatible) or higher processor (Pentium
recommended)



a minimum amount of memory of 64 MB (128 MB recommended with Win95; more modern
Windows versions have larger memory requirements)



a hard disk with 60 MB of free space



a screen minimum resolution of 800x600 pixel with a 256 colours video mode (1024x768, 16K
colours video mode recommended)



a CD ROM drive to install Ventil selection software



a mouse pointing device
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Installation Guide

WARNING: before starting the installation process, ALWAYS check if an older version of Ventil is
still present on your Hard Disk. If so, please refer to the "Delete steps" section at the end of this
chapter.
To install the Ventil selection program, perform the following steps:
1)

Close any other application running on your system, to avoid any conflict with the
installation program.

2)

Insert the Ventil installation CD-ROM inside your CD drive unit.

3)

Click on the Start button and, from the Start menu, select the Run option.

4)

Type "<DriveLetter>:\setup.exe" (where <DriveLetter> is your CD-ROM drive letter unit,
usually D or E) inside the empty text-box, and then click the OK button.

5)

During the installation process, the setup program will show a first message box that will
show you the Ventil License Agreement
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and in order to proceed you will have to select the option “I accept the terms in the License
Agreement”, as shown in the following image:
2

Press the Install button to proceed.
6)

A new window will open.
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This dialog box will show you the status of the installation process. The default installation
path at which Ventil will be installed, on an English-language system is “C:\Program
Files\Ventil”.
7)

Wait until the VENTIL 3.3.0.msi finishes to install all the files
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and then press the Finish button.

3

8)

To complete the installation process, remove the Ventil CD-ROM from your drive and run
the selection program.
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Note: On systems still using Windows XP or older versions, the current user must have
access rights allowing writing and modifying files inside the Program folder. If the access
rights available are too restrictive, the program may crash signalling a “run-time error 75”.
Please consult your IT manager to solve such a problem.
At the end of this step the program will show the User License text:
7

After closing the window above, you will be asked to select a language
8
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and then to compile the user data card. This “User Data” will be used in the default headings of the
program printout. Insert all your data and then press OK to confirm.
9

The following step is to choose the Default Units. Select the preferred option and press the
OK button.
10

A new window opens showing a list of the available product Subsets. Choose the one you
are interested in and then press the OK button.
11

Now the Nicotra Gebhardt Ventil selection software is correctly installed and configured.
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2.1

Delete steps

Be sure that any former installation of Ventil has been completely removed, before starting with a
new one.
In the Start menu, click on the Settings option and then on Control Panel. Start the Add/Remove
Programs utility and then search for Ventil in the available applications list; select it and click on
the Add/Remove Applications button. Follow the program instructions until finished.
The automatic program removal could be unable to delete all the installed files, so look for the
Ventil program installation directory (by default "C:\Program Files\Ventil") and delete any remaining
file manually.
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User Manual

When you start-up Ventil, a work-space window is brought up.
13

On its top you can see a Menu Bar with four Menu Items: File, Open, Set-Up and Help; these are
the commands you use to work with Ventil. On the right bottom side of this window, the system
date and time are shown.

3.1

The File Menu

The File menu contains a number of auxiliary commands.
When you click on the File menu title, the Menu opens showing three commands: Printer Setup,
Close all windows and Exit.
14
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Printer setup: the “Printer Setup” command opens a new window to let you change the printer
device or its properties.
15

Close all windows: this command will close all the windows that may have been opened working
with Ventil.
Exit: the “Exit” command closes the Ventil program.

3.2

The Open Menu

This menu gives access to the main working windows of the selection program.
When you click on the Open item, the Open menu is shown, with four menu items: Catalog,
Selection, Order and Info.
16
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3.2.1

The Catalogue Window

Catalog: the “Catalog” command opens a new window where you can browse through the product
range and find essential information about each fan:
17

3.2.1.1 The Product Tree
In the leftmost part of this window (highlighted by a yellow rectangle), a tree-shaped structure
shows the complete available product range. You can choose the particular fan you wish to see in
detail by selecting its range, version, and size. When you expand a range node, Licensed versions
and sizes are identified by an appropriate statement ("AMCA Licensed for Air Performance" or
"AMCA Licensed for Sound and Air Performance").
18
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When you expand the version node, into individual sizes, Ventil opens a new window providing
more detailed information about each AMCA Licensed Product (Seal and Qualifying Statement).
Press the Exit button to proceed.
When the program is used intensively, the continuous need to close the informative window with
AMCA seal and qualifying statement may be a nuisance: the user can temporarily deactivate the
Seal window by pressing the key combination Ctrl-N, till the following start-up, when this feature
will be reactivated by default.
19

To find an ADH 400 K, for example, you must choose the ADH range first, then the K version and,
in the end, size 400. The catalog window will change to show, inside the two yellow highlighted text
boxes, a description of the selected range and version.
20
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The red highlighted area may show a photo of the selected fan.
The yellow highlighted table on the bottom of the window shows nominal dimensions and
performance data of the selected fan. The second line, starting from the first column on the left,
shows: the product name (range – size – version), the part number of the selected fan (base
version, without add-on accessories), the maximum flow rate, pressure, speed and power, the
moment of inertia, the number of blades, the fan weight, width, height and depth, the shaft
diameter and the max radial force allowed on the bearing. If you move the cursor on to a column
title, a small pop-up text will describe the meaning of each particular value.
The catalogue window contains three buttons: Drawing, Graph and TO SELECT.

3.2.1.2 The Drawing button:
22

The Drawing button opens a new window showing the fan dimensional drawing, with the principal
dimensions, like the following example:
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On the right bottom side of this window there are four buttons: Copy Data, Copy Drawing, Print
and EXIT.
Copy Data: the “Copy Data” button saves a copy of the dimensional data into the Clipboard, so
they can be pasted into a document (e.g. into an Excel spreadsheet).
Copy Drawing: the “Copy Drawing” button works in the same way as the Copy Data button; but it
saves the dimensional drawing instead.
EXIT: the “EXIT” button closes this window and takes you back to the previous one.
Print: the “Print” button opens a new window, used to configure and start a printout of the drawing,
including dimensions. Inside it you can see three text lines and three buttons: Print, Printer SetUp
and Exit.
24

The text lines can be used to insert notes in the printed page; each field may contain a string up to
30 characters long. The Customer field shows, by default, the content of the User Name field of
the User Data window. This field is automatically padded with blanks to its maximum length of 30
characters. To change its content with something else (e.g. a customer's name), this must be
selected and overwritten. Any attempt to insert additional characters will produce just a beep. To
select all the contents of the field, move the mouse to the right edge of the text box, double click
(so all the characters will be selected) and press the “Del” key to delete the blanks, or just
overwrite them with your note.
Print: the “Print” button actually starts printing.
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Printer SetUp: the “Printer SetUp” button is used to open the system window used to select or
configure the printer device. Note: this is a window of the operating system; its language cannot
be selected inside Ventil.
25

,
Exit: the “Exit” button (“Annulla” in the picture above) closes down the Print Options window and
takes you back to the previous one.

3.2.1.3 The Graph button:
The “Graph” button, in the Catalogue window, opens a new window showing the performance
diagram of the selected fan (ratings are referred to installation type “B” and to the standard air
density of 1.20 kg / m3 or 0.075 lbm / ft3 ).
26
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When a Licensed product is selected, the right side of the current window shows the AMCA Seal
and the required qualifying statement. On the right bottom side of the current window, you can see
five buttons (highlighted in yellow): starting from the top, the first button is identified either by the
Linear or by the Bilog. label, the second is identified either by the St. Press. or by the Tot. Press.
label, the others are Copy, Print and Exit.
Linear / Bilog button: the layout of the performance diagram depends on the plot options. At the
time of the first start-up, these options are set according to the selected system of units; if you
choose Metric units, the diagram default is set to Logarithmic scales and Total pressure, if you
choose U.S. customary units, the diagram default is set to Linear scales and Static pressure.
Using the Plot option in the Set-up menu item, you can always change the dafult setting for
diagram scales (either linear or logarithmic). Using the Linear / Bilog button in the diagram
window, you can temporarily toggle the scaling mode used for each diagram. If the button shows
the Linear label, the diagram is drawn using logarithmic scales and; pressing the button, the
diagram scales will change to linear. The button label will then change to Bilog. Pressing again
this button will reverse the change.
St. Press. / Tot. Press. button: the default value of the pressure shown on the performance
diagram depends, again, on the plot options. Using the Plot option of the Set-up menu item, you
can modify your default settings. Using the St. Press. / Tot. Press. button you can override
defaults and toggle between static pressure and total pressure for each individual diagram. If the
button shows the St. Press. label, the diagram shows total pressure values and, pressing the
button, will be redrawn to show static pressure. The button label will change into Tot. Press.
Copy: the “Copy” button is used to copy the performance diagram to the Clipboard.
Print: the “Print” button opens the same window opened by the Print button of the Drawing
window, refer to page 11 of this manual for its description.
Exit: the “Exit” button closes the current window.
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3.2.1.4 The button “TO SELECT”
28

The button with the label “TO SELECT” opens a new window used to add the higlighted fan,
together with any required accessory, to a “purchase list” which may be loaded into a standardised
“request of offer”, to be sent to a Nicotra Gebhardt sales department, agent or representative.
29

In the text box you can see the name of the fan currently highlighted in the product “tree”; the first
step is to select the fan clicking on the upper button (highlighted in red). The name of the fan will
appear in the first column of the upper table, the quantity (number of pieces to order) must be
specified in the second, while the third is left to identify a special (customised) product. If you need
to delete any item in the list, select it and click on the button placed above the waste-bin. Once you
add the selected fan, the list of the available accessories will become active. You can select any
accessory you may need clicking the button highlighted in yellow in the following picture.
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Each list of accessories is related with the fan model shown in the highlighted line of the fan list.
Selecting different lines in the fan list will show different tables of selected accessories, one for
each fan entry.
If you need to delete any item from a list of selected accessories, select the line in the list and click
the blue circled button.
Once you have added all the items you need to your “purchase list”, close this window and return
to the catalog, by clicking on the Done button; all you have selected will be added later on to your
request of offer.
Suggestion: to order just an accessory, select a fan model to which the accessory applies, set the
number of fans to 0 (zero) and then select the type and number of accessories you need.
3.2.2

The Selection Window

Selection: the Selection command opens a new window, where the user may calculate and
compare the performance of different fans, when providing a specified duty.
31

Inside this window, you can recognise three different areas: the yellow highlighted one, is a list of
the available fan ranges and versions, the red highlighted section contains all the parameters
required to define the operating point of the fan and the environmental data while the blue
highlighted one is a grid where Ventil will write the list of all the fans, within the selected fan
ranges, which may provide the specified performance.
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The first step, during a selection, is to choose one or more fan ranges among those available,
clicking on them with the left button of your mouse. For example you can select ADH-L, ADH-R,
and ADH-K. Next you have to define the operating point in which the fan must work: you can start
selecting the unit for volume flow (e.g. m3 / h) and its value (10000).
32

Then you can choose the unit of pressure (e.g. Pa), the required pressure at duty point (e.g.
700 Pa) and specify if the pressure value refers to a static pressure or total pressure (i.e. including
velocity pressure).
Beginning from Ventil 3.1.2, the selection window can now accept pasting (with the keyboard
shortcut Ctrl-V) of a specified duty from a spreadsheet: a pair of side-by-side cells, containing a
volume flow and a pressure value can be copied out of a spreadsheet. Pressing Ctrl-V when
viewing the selection window will insert the two values in the appropriate cells, and move the focus
to the “Selection” button, ready to press the “Enter” key and start the calculation. The selection of
installation type, pressure type (either static or total) fan ranges and versions must be carried out
before pasting the duty point. This feature is intended to simplify the calculation of a long series of
different fans for different duties, avoiding any lengthy re-typing of values already listed into a
spreadsheet.
The Power Correction value is a safety margin for minimum motor power, required to cope with
drive power loss, small changes in the actual operating point and any difference between the
design fan speed and the actual one produced by the selected motor and drive.
If the program is left in Automatic mode, it will automatically select the safety margin in
accordance with the applicable Nicotra Gebhardt catalogue.
Sometimes, the motor must be selected with a specified safety margin, diferent from that
automatically provided by Ventil. In this case, the user can specify “Custom“ mode, and provide a
percentage of power margin, between 0% and 100%.
The program will provide the Fan Shaft Power requirement, and then the “Minimum Motor Power”,
i.e. the fan shaft power value, plus the power correction margin. Both values are listed in the
calculation results. Any motor capable of providing a power equal or higher than the minimum
motor power is suitable for the application.
Please, note that this procedure applies to motors driving the fan through a belt drive, and run with
a standard 50 or 60 Hz frequency supply.
Motors to be connected to the fan with a coupling, instead of a belt drive, or motors for direct driven
single inlet fans (including plug fans / plenum fans), and having their speed controlled using a
Variable Frequency Drive (Inverter Drive), must be selected with a different procedure. Consult the
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specific manual entitled “Selection of direct driven, frequency controlled fans”, for guidance on this
process.
The Motor Efficiency value is the cumulative efficiency of the electric motor and coupling/belt
drive, given as a percentage, or the ratio between the useful mechanical power, delivered to the
fan shaft, and the electrical power absorbed by the motor, from the electrical line. It is given as a
percentage. If required, the default value of 85% may be changed to a more specific value.
This Motor Efficiency is used to calculate the Specific Fan Power (SFP) value. The SFP is the
expected electrical power consumption for each unit of volume flow, or the electrical power
consumption divided by volume flow rate.
The air density may be provided in Auto or Fixed modes. With the Auto mode selected, you can
change the units and values for both the Temperature and the Altitude (changing the unit first and
then the value) and a new Density value will be calculated by Ventil (in this mode you don’t have
direct access to its value). If you choose the Fixed mode you have access to the Density value but
not any longer to Temperature and Altitude. You can directly insert the new Density value,
changing the unit first and then the value (as usual).
The last step is to choose if you are calculating fan performance for a Ducted Outlet (Installation
category “B” ) or Free Outlet installation (Installation category “A” ) selecting the appropriate option.
33

Once you click the “Selection” button the selection program fills the grid with all the fans, in the
selected group of ranges and versions, matching your query.
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From left to right you find: the Fan Name (range – size – version), Total Efficiency, Static
Efficiency, Fan Shaft Power, Fan Speed, Average Outlet Air Velocity, Sound Power Level, Specific
Fan Power. The last column, which is used to notify an Out Of Limit problem, is either empty or
filled with one of the following markers: +, - or *.
If the last field is empty, the fan works without any problem; a + symbol means that the selection
point is on the left of the normal operation range, the fan still works but a smaller one is
recommended; a – symbol means that the selection point is on the right of the normal operation
range; the fan still works but, now, a larger one is recommended; a * symbol means that one of the
safety limits: maximum speed, maximum power, minimum or maximum temperature, has been
exceeded: either a different version or a specially modified product must be used! In case a
suitable product cannot be found in the standard range, contact Nicotra Gebhardt for assistance.
By default the fan list is ordered by decreasing value of total efficiency. Every time you click on the
label of the total efficiency column, you can reverse the order in which the fans are listed. The
same rule applies to all the other columns: if you click on the label button of the speed column, for
example, the fan list will be ordered by the speed values; by clicking again, you can reverse the
order.
35
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To view details about the performance of a particular fan in the list, select the one you want to see
(move your mouse pointer on its line and click the left button) and then click on the “Details” button
(or, more quickly, double – click on the line); a new “Performace Details” window will open.
3.2.3

Performance Details Window:

36.1

There are five different areas inside this window; the first is the Working Point Data table, used to
show the numerical values of the fan performance characteristics, when the fan is working in the
specified condition.
The second area (located just below the Working Point Data table) shows the Operational
Limits of the selected fan (exceeded values are shown in red).
3.2.3.1 Sound power level details
On the bottom left side of the window, you can see the Sound Power Level area: a four line grid
provides the total sound power levels from the fan, either A-weigthed (in dBA) or Un-weigthed
(in dB).
When fan performance is calculated for a ducted outlet installation (Installation category B), three
different sound power level ratings are provided:
1. “Inlet side External – Lwi”, i.e. sound power level in the suction environment, diffused
through the fan inlet/s and radiated from the scroll surfaces;
2. “Outlet side in-duct – Lwo", i.e. sound power level inside the discharge duct;
3. “Outlet side External – Lwom”, i.e. sound power level outside the end of a short section of
thest duct, as specified in some testing procedures for AHUs.
When fan performance is calculated for a free outlet installation (Installation category A), only two
sound power level ratings are provided:
1. “Inlet side External – Lwi”, i.e. sound power level in the suction environment, diffused
through the fan inlet/s and radiated from the scroll surfaces;
2. “Outlet side External – Lwo”, i.e. sound power level outside the discharge flange of the
scroll case.
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In the top-right corner of this sound power level frame, a small icon reminds which noise
calculation model is used for each fan range. If you move the mouse over the small icon over the
icon, a pop-up text will show which type of noise calculation model has been used.
A new button, “Details” opens now a new window, listing the same total sound power level ratings
already seen in the main window, but showing also the eight octave-band sound power levels for
each type of noise rating. These octave band ratings are un-weighted sound power levels, in dB
referenced to 10-12 W.
36.2

From the main Details window, pressing the key combination Ctrl-C copies the working point and
sound power level data (including octave band sound power levels) into the clipboard, so you can
paste them into a document or a spreadsheet.

3.2.3.2 Performance Diagram and additional information
The top-right area in the Fan Details window contains the performance diagram:
43

The thick black lines show either Total or Static Pressure (depending on the diagram set-up
options) vs Volume Flow Rate curves at a constant fan speed [rpm], shown on the right side of the
diagram. Pressure and volume flow units are the same specified in the selection window. The thin
black inclined lines show constant values of efficiency. Their values are written over the top of the
diagram. The thin red lines show constant values of Sound Power Level; the numerical value
corresponding to each line is written close to the right end of each curve [dBA]. The blue lines mark
constant values of shaft power; the numerical values [kW or HP] are written close to the left end of
the curves.
The two thick red straight lines are the borders the normal operating range of the fan.
The upper horizontal line, from the operating point to the Pressure axis, shows the Total Pressure
value; the lower horizontal line shows the Static Pressure value, while the vertical line marks the
Flow Rate value. The thick green straight line indicates the parabolic system line.
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If you want to change the selection point, you can do it without leaving this window. Just move the
mouse to the new point on the diagram, click the left button and wait a little.
When you click outside the operating range of the fan, the pointer is relocated in the original
working point.
If you are viewing data about a Licensed fan, on the bottom of the diagram field, you will find a text
box showing primary information about the Licensed product. On the top right side of the text box
there will be a small AMCA Seal and a button labelled “More Info”. If you press the “More Info”
button the following window will open.
44

The text box contains additional information about the Licensed product. If you press the “Exit”
button you go back to the Fan Details window.

On the top right side of the Fan Details window, besides the diagram, you can see six buttons;
starting from the top: the first button is identified either by the Linear or th Bilog. label, the second
is identified by the St. Press. or by the Tot. Press. label, the third is the Curves button, the fourth
is the Drawing button, the fifth is the Print button and the sixth is the Exit button.

3.2.3.3 Changing the format of the performance diagram
Linear / Bilog button: the default scales used to draw the performance diagram depend on the plot
options. At the time of the first start-up, these options are set up according to the units selected; if
you choose Metric units, the diagram default is set to logarithmic scales and total pressure, if you
choose U.S. customary units, the diagram default is set to linear scales and static pressure. Using
the Plot option of the Set-up menu item, you can always change the dafult setting for diagram
scales (linear or logarithmic) and type of pressure. Using the Linear / Bilog button in the diagram
window, you can temporarily toggle the scaling mode used for each individual diagram. If the
button shows the Linear label, the diagram is presently drawn using logarithmic scales and;
pressing the button, the diagram scales will change to linear. The button label will then change to
Bilog. Pressing again this button will revert the change.
St. Press. / Tot. Press. button: the default value of the pressure used to draw the performance
diagram depends, again, on the plot options, either set up at installation time, or modified using the
Plot option of the Set-up menu item. Using the St. Press. / Tot. Press. button you can toggle
between static pressure and total pressure for each individual diagram. If the button shows the St.
Press. label, the diagram is showing total pressure values and, pressing the button, may be
redrawn showing static pressure. The button label will change into Tot. Press.
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3.2.3.4 Constant Speed curves
Curves: the “Curves” button opens a new window.
45

On the right side of this new window there is a table listing the fan performance curves at the
specified speed (shown inside the text box on top of the window). You can see values for Flow
Rate, Static Pressure, Dynamic (Velocity) Pressure, Total Pressure, Mechanical Power, Total
(Mechnical) Efficiency and Sound Power Level. The line with the original duty point is highlighted
with a light blue backgroud.
On the left side there is a graphical representation of the numerical data described above.
Two keyboard shortcuts are now available, “Ctrl-O” and “Ctrl-I”, to switch both the diagram and the
table to show respectively outlet side LwoA and inlet side LwiA .
For outlet side Lw, in a ducted installation only, the kind of noise rating shown both in the diagram
and in the data table is currently LwoA sound power level inside the duct, for fans having noise
ratings calculated in accordance with the AMCA 301 standard, and LwomA “outside the duct end”
noise ratings for thise fans where the noise rarings are calculated in accordance with ISO
13348:2007.
On the bottom right side of this window you there are three buttons: Copy, Print and Exit.
Copy: the “Copy” button writes the numerical data into the Clipboard.
Print: the “Print” button opens the Print Options window previously described on page 11.
This command will print out a page with a copy of the diagram and of the data table as well.
46

Exit: the “Exit” button closes the current window and brings you back to the previous one.
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3.2.3.5 Drawings and Printouts
Drawing button: Back in the main “Details” window, the “Drawing” button opens the same window
we introduced on page 11, designed to show the fan drawing, with dimensional data.
47
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Print: the “Print” command produces a printout made of a single page with the performance of the
selected fan in the specified condition, a performance diagram, with the duty point suitably marked,
and a drawing of the selected fan, with the applicable dimensions. A click on the “Print” button
opens the Print Options window described on page 11. Here a fourth text field is made available,
to add a few lines of explanatory notes to each performance printout.
If the fan was selected, for any reason, outside of its safety limits, a warning string will be written
inside this area.
49
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Exit: the “Exit” button closes the “Performance Details” window and brings back to the main
selection window.

3.2.3.6 Calculation of a Belt Drive
On the bottom right side of the window you can find the Belt Selection area.
This part of the Ventil Selection program provides a powerful set of functions, to assist with proper
design of a belt drive to be used with one of the Nicotra Gebhardt belt-driven fans.
To select a belt drive, the first step is to choose the type (number of poles) of the electric motor.
Four pole motors are more readily available, are normally cheaper and have a better efficiency
than motors with other pole numbers, but sometimes a four pole motor (running approximately at
1450 or 1750 rpm, at 50 or 60 Hz respectively) may lead to odd drive ratios. Generally speaking,
the nearer the speeds of the motor end fan shafts, the better the efficiency of the drive. Motor cost
and availability may have a significant weight in the final motor choice as well.
The only exception to this rule is sometimes for low power, fast running fans (above 2500 rpm),
where a four poles motor may sometimes be preferred to a two poles motor, even if this may
require a 4:1 or more drive ratio, to get rid of the high vibrations often produced by the 2 poles
motor, and bring the frequency of the motor-induced vibrations below the acoustic frequency
range, keeping the mechanical noise as low as possible.
The motor supply frequency (50 or 60 Hz) is clearly dictated by the standard of the available
electrical supply. Motor data contained inside Ventil is typical of the IEC normalised motors
designed for 50 Hz operation. The alternative 60Hz motor performance data is typical of the same
motors when used with 60 Hz supply.
Having chosen the motor, the following step is the choice of the motor position: on the mounting
base, besides the scroll (i.e. on the opposite side of the belt plane, motor positions X or Y,
according to ISO and AMCA standards), on the same base, behind the scroll (e.g. mounting
position W, according to the same standards), on top of the fan frame, or even piggyback on the
scroll (for light duty applications only).
An estimate of the shaft distance should be inserted to have a more reasonable approximation of
the drive design. If the default 0 value is left unchanged, Ventil will calculate the smaller physically
possible distance (sum of the radii of the pulleys, plus a margin for fitting and tensioning the belts).
This will produce a conservative estimate of the drive power capacity. For a motor mounted on the
same base plane, behind the scroll (motor mounting position W, the most frequent case inside
AHUs), a shaft distance estimate equal to 1.3-1.5 times the impeller diameter gives a close
approximation. The resulting drive will show a better power capacity then that calculated with the
pulleys as near as possible, thanks to the different angle formed between the straight legs of the
belt or belts.
The final step is the choice of Belt Type. Belt manufacturers provide nice selection diagrams,
guiding the choice to SPZ, SPA, SPB and SPC belts, according to the speed of the faster drive of
the shaft, and to the design power (nominal power of the motor multiplied for a drive service
factor).
As a service factor, Ventil uses by default a value equal to 1.3, appropriate for continuous duty,
smooth running fans, driven by electric motors.
In practice, a rough but effective rule of thumb is to use SPZ when the design power is not more
than 2 kW; to use SPA between 1 and 10 kW, SPB between 7.5 and 37 kW, and SPC only for 30
kW and above. This is not an absolute rule, but is satisfactory in most applications. Other
appropriately engineered choices may still work effectively, anyway.
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The “Bearings Life“ figure is the desired design life of the bearings, L10h (mechanical design life to
10 % of failures, in hours of operation). Drives providing a calculated life much shorter than the
specified value will be discarded from the table of results.
A default value of 40000 h is set, but may be modified if required.
The only other input parameter is the maximum allowed difference between the desired fan speed
and that achievable with the acceptable drives. A 50 rpm margin is set, but sometimes this may be
too small, when selecting drives for very fast fans (3000 rpm and above). If the calculation should
not provide any result, try increasing this value, e.g. to 300 rpm.
When you have configured all the parameters, you can click either the Standard button or the
Custom button.
At the first attempt to calculate a suitable drive, the use of the Standard procedure is
recommended.
If you click the Standard button, Ventil will look for all the standard belt drives satisfying your
requirements, and the result of your query will be shown into the following window: a list of
alternative drive designs is provided in the grid at the bottom of the window.
37

The numerical data in the top highlighted region refers to the belt drive selected in the lower grid. If
you select a new line, all the numerical data will change, according with the new selected drive.
Again, pressing the key combination Ctrl-C copies the belt selection data into the clipboard, so you
can paste them into a document or a spreadsheet.
The choice of the preferred drive, among the calculated alternatives, may change according to the
priorities of the designer.
The first calculated parameter to look at, is the calculated life of the fan bearings and motor
bearings. Nicotra Gebhardt recommends that the L10h calculated life should be equal or exceed
40000 h, for continuously running fans, and above 20000 h for fans running occasionally (not for
fans running with frequent start and stop cycles; these are MORE stressing on the bearings than a
continuously running fan). Fans with a drive design life much shorter than the proposed values
would easily be too much prone to failure in case of any installation or maintenance error or
mistake.
Sometimes the motor bearings have a shorter life than those of the fan side. Some motors may be
ordered with stronger roller bearings, instead of the standard ball bearings on the drive side, to
provide a longer life under the heavy radial load applied by a belt drive.
Please, note that the calculated life is just a theorerical estimate of the fatigue life of the metal
components of the bearings. Grease contamination, improper installation, transport or
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maintenance, or the use under unexpected loads or vibrations, may considerably reduce the real
life of the bearings. The life of the grease inside the bearings, particularly for heavy-duty
applications, may be considerably shorter than the life of the metal parts: thease bearings require
periodic re-lubrication.
Consult the Nicotra Gebhardt Fan Installation and Maintenance Manual for guidance on these
subjects.
The second parameter which must be checked, when evaluating alternative drives, is the actual
fan speed: using standardised pulley diameters, the choice of fan speed is restricted to finite speed
steps. The actual fan speed may differ, more or less, from that required to achieve the original
duty. Some combinations of pulley diameters may provide a closer approximation than others. The
acceptable amount of deviation must be evaluated against the existing design allowance. When
the fan speed is INCREASED above the original duty speed, the fan power requirement increases
as well, and the motor power should be re-checked, to be sure that it can still bear the increased
load with an acceptable margin.
The final choice is a combination of pulley diameters and belt numbers: smaller diameter pulleys,
to transmit the same design power require more belts in parallel, and apply a higher load on the
bearings, reducing their useful life. On the other side, single belt pulleys provide the best bearing
life, but may have unacceptably large diameters. Another factor, limiting the maximum pulley
diameter, is the peripheral velocity of the pulleys: there is a maximum permissible value,
guaranteed by each pulley manufacturer, which must not be exceeded. The ideal choice is
frequently selected looking also at the cost and availability in stock of the required pulleys,
bushings and belts.
An important warning regards the maximum number of belts to be used: the selection program
calculates the permissible drives under the assumption that the belts will be tightened exactly as
much as required to transmit the design power, but drives with a large number of belts are prone to
frequent over-tightening, especially by inadequately trained field maintenance personnel. Drives
with a high number of parallel belts are also more difficult to tension evenly, and this also may lead
to over-tensioning.
To prevent overstressing too easily the mechanical structure of its fans, Nicotra Gebhardt
recommends a maximum number of belts to be used in parallel, according to the fan model and its
mechanical toughness.
The following table summarizes the maximum recommended number of belts for different product
ranges and versions.
Detailed and updated values are always contained inside the latest print catalogues for each
product range.

Maximum Number of Belts

Fan
Range

2

3

4

AT

S SC CG2L SC2

AR TIC G2C G3C

G2C-C2 G3C-C2

ADH

L R G2L G2R

K K1 G2K

K2 G2K2

RDH

LR

K K1 G2K

K2 G2K2

RDA

LR

K K1 G2K

K2 G2K2

ASH

LR

KT

K1 T1

RSH

LR

KT

K1 T1
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Drives with a higher number of belts may be satisfactorily calculated and also effectively used in
practice, but their installation and maintenance require specific competence and care to prevent
mechanical problems.
In the bottom right side of the Drive Details window there are three buttons: Save, Print and Exit.
Save: the “Save” button saves the selected motor data; you can use these informations as start-up
values for a subsequent Custom selection of the belt drive, from the main Performance Details
window.
38

Print: the “Print” button opens the printout control window previously described on page 11.
This command will produce a printout of the selected belt drive components and performance.
39

Exit: the “Exit” button closes the current window and brings you back to the previous one.
40
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Custom: back to the main Performance Details window, after saving the results of a standard belt
selection, the Custom button opens a new window designed to let you customise your belt drive
design parameters:
41

The different fields of this window are filled up with default values, taken from the standard drive
selection. These may be changed according to specific needs.
A typical case is when a two-speed motor must be used. These motors often use a larger frame
size and shaft diameter than a standard, single speed motor of the same power. The shaft
diameter may be corrected accordingly, to select the proper conical bush size.
The drive service factor may have to be changed, either because of a specific design requirement,
or because the fan must be selected for frequent start and stop operation. In this case, the drive
service factor should be increased from the standard 1.3 to 1.6 at least. Please, note that frequent
start and stop cycles may also overstress the fan itself; in such a case, contact Nicotra Gebhardt to
check whether the fatigue life of the fan, under the proposed start and stop cycles, may still be
acceptable.
The actual life of the motor bearings may change according to the motor design from each
manufacturer, or when heavy-duty optional roller bearings are mounted on the motor.
To achieve a more reliable life calculation of the motor bearings, insert the combination of
reference radial load and corresponding bearing life, provided by the motor manufacturer, in the
fields for “Nominal Radial Load” and “Nominal Motor Bearing Life”, and select the proper type of
rolling elements (either balls or rollers), before proceeding further.
If data from a previous Standard selection was not previously saved, the Custom button will open
the same window, but with all the fields empty. Enter all the required data and then press the OK
button to start.
The selection program will look for all the belt drives satisfying your request and will show them as
a list of alternative belt drives, like in a standard drive selection.
42
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3.2.4

The Order Window

50

Order: the “Order” command opens a new window, shown in the following picture, where the user
can fill up a standardised “Request of Offer” form.
51

This window can be split into three areas named: Receiver and Sender, Prescription and
Requested Products.
The upper left area (Receiver and Sender) contains the name and address of the Sender, and the
address of the nearest Nicotra Gebhardt Sales Department; this may be selected in the list of
Nicotra Gebhardt subsidiaries available inside the Receiver combo box. In the lower text box, you
can see Sender data; this contains, by default, the same data entered in the User Data window. If
nothing was inserted in this window, the text box will be left empty. To enter or modify the Sender
name and address, click on the Modify Sender button, to open the following window.
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Fill in or update the appropriate fields and click the OK button to confirm.
Back in the “Offer Request” window, the left side of the Prescription field shows four common “out
of standard” requirements; you can select one or more items between the available options:
specify labeling of each product with a serial number, ask for any special accompanying
documents (to be detailed in the “Notes for” field), ask for a customised packaging or for
accompanying test results. Please confirm the existence of any additional document (attachments),
which may be part of the specifications, selecting the Yes option on the right side of the
Prescription field.
In the bottom left side of the window there are three buttons: Load data, Modify and Print.
To prepare a request of offer, the form must be filled up with the list of the products identified and
selected through the Catalogue window, and the “TO SELECT” button in the catalogue, as
described on page 14.
54

Load data: the “Load data” button fills the right–hand part of the current window with the list of the
required products. It may be used to update the list when new items have been selected from the
catalogue.
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The text box labelled Notes for, on the bottom of the Requested Products field, is used to specify
additional requirements, when a product or accessory is listed as “Special”, or modified from a
standard configuration, and its line in the list is highlighted. Each “Note” refers to a specific product
or accessory item.
Anything you write inside this text box will be printed on the “Request of Offer” form, below each
line containing the code and description of the standard product quoted as a reference.
Modify: the “Modify” button opens the same Fan Selection window, already used to add items to
the purchase list from the catalogue; here it may be used to change number of pieces, remove
items, or mark them as “Special”, or modified products.
55

You can delete any fan and/or accessory in your list, by selecting it and clicking on the dustbin
button, or mark/unmark them as special, customised versions.
Print: the “Print” button opens the usual Print Options window, already described on page 10.
56
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3.2.5

The Info Window:

57

The Info command opens a new window, showing an interactive HTML page, providing access to
the Nicotra Gebhardt web site, containing a description of the Nicotra Gebhardt Group and of its
products. The web site offers the opportunity to download the latest printable catalogues and the
technical manuals.
58
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3.3

The Set-Up menu

When you click on the Set-Up item, the Set-Up menu shows five commands: Language, Units,
User, Plot and SubSets.
59

Language: the “Language” command opens a new window, used to select the language in which
the selection software will work.
60

There are five different languages available by default: Deutsch, English, Español, Français,
Italiano; the last option (Custom) is normally disabled. The language can always be changed at run
time: you can make your selection work in your preferred language, and then switch language
before printing any result (e.g. to the customer's preferred language).
The Custom option was developed to let the selection software work with any additional language,
provided it is written with latin characters. To enable this option, you must copy into the same
directory of the executable file (Ventil.exe) a special nic_lang.ini file containing a full translation of
all the strings which the software needs to work correctly.
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Units: the “Units” command opens a new window, where the user can select either Metric or
Imperial units. A check box, which is normally selected, extends the change to all the units,
including those selectable thruogh individual pull-down menus in the selection window, providing a
way to reset all the units to a coherent default with a single action. Deselecting this check box will
change only those units which cannot be modified individually (like in older versions of Ventil).
The selected units will be saved at program shut-down and re-called at the following start-up.
61

User: the “User” command opens a window where the user can register his/her name and
address, or “User Data”. This information will be used, by default, in the printout headings.
62

The fields in this window may be left empty. The software will work anyway.
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Plot: the “Plot” command opens a new window used to change the default configuration of the
performance diagrams, selecting either static or total pressure, and linear or logarithmic scales.
63

These options are set up at the time of the first start-up, according to the type of units selected.
When the user selects metric units, the diagram default is set to total pressure and logarithmic
scales. When the user selects U. S. costumary units, the default options are set to static pressure
and linear scales. These defaults can be changed at any time through this menu option.
Subsets: the “Subsets” command opens a submenu used to change the subset of products to be
shown in the Catalogue and Selection windows.
64

This is used to reduce the scope of the program to a more manageable size, by hiding products
which may not be normally available on specific markets. A final option, "All products", shows the
complete program scope.
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3.4

The Help menu

65

The Help menu shows only one item: about Ventil. When you click on this item, a new window
will open on the screen, showing three buttons: License, Arch data and OK.
66

OK button: the OK button will just close the current window.
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License button: the License button will open the Notepad program, to show the text of the license
agreement for Ventil.
67

Arch data button: the Arch data button will open a special window, showing a detailed list of all
the archive files available. This information may be useful in case of technical problems, to help
Nicotra Gebhardt to identify their source.
68

On the bottom of this window there are two buttons: Copy and Back.
Copy: the “Copy” button will copy the archive data into the Clipboard. They can then be pasted into
a document or e-mail, for later analysis.
Back: the “Back” button closes the window and brings you back to the previous one.

